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The Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs hosted Mr. Emile 
Hokayem1, whose analysis of the fundamental structural dynamics of the Syrian Civil War 
centered on his assessment of the various actors involved in the conflict at the national and 
international level. His overall argument, which focused specifically on his evaluation of the 
conduct of the two Great Powers, the United States and the Russian Federation, posited that their 
attempts at Great Power Diplomacy have failed to avert escalation. Furthermore, he believes 
both powers have severely mismanaged the conflict while failing to formulate a plan for the 
conflict’s resolution.  

At the national level, he proposed that the Assad regime and the numerous non-state 
actors involved in the conflict are far from exhausted and could continue to clash for another 
decade. While reiterating the widely held opinion regarding a de facto soft partition of Syria, he 
disputed the popular claim of many analysts who assert that the conflict represents an end of the 
borders imposed by Sykes-Picot. He summarized his view regarding the historical development 
of the conflict from a stalemate between the Assad regime and the insurgency into a conflict 
which has been turned to the regime’s favor through the decisive Russian intervention which 
seems to have neutralized the existential threat it had once faced.     

 The aforementioned strategic shift in the course of the conflict to the Assad regime’s 
favor, has been augmented by the regime’s shrewd strategic adaptation according to Hokayem. 
As an example, he highlighted how the Assad regime continues to control contiguous territory, 
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which allows it to shift its resources to whichever front necessary. This strategic reality has been 
coupled with the regime’s nationwide strategy, the only actor able to carry one out, and has been 
actualized through its’ ‘Useful Syria’ strategy, which emphasizes the geopolitical importance of 
the four major cities and infrastructure of western Syria. The ‘Useful Syria’ strategy has almost 
been realized through the utilization of a brutal siege and depopulation strategy against Sunni 
population centers, whose allegiance the regime believes isn’t worth fighting for. This tactic 
shifts the burden and responsibility for these populations from the regime to the insurgency and 
other regional and international actors. Finally, Hokayem noted how the conflict has led to the 
devolution and decentralization of the Syrian military, through the regime’s reliance on Shi’a 
militias, which while proving cost effective has contributed to the rise of influential warlords. 

 Mr. Hokayem also explained the contemporary status of some of the non-state actors 
involved in the conflict. He began by noting how the rebellion has become less fragmented but 
has also become more radical, thus making it more difficult for regional and international state 
actors to support. Furthermore, he described how the rebellion continues to suffer from an 
extremely problematic strategic situation due to the non-contiguousness of their disparate 
territories. On the southern front, it has been neutralized, while the territory it holds on the 
northern front remains exceptionally complex human terrain, as it’s divided between numerous 
ethnic, political, and sectarian groups and has experienced intervention by regional and 
international actors. He posited that, due to this complexity, the United States has essentially 
given up on this vital front. Thus, he proposed that these developments, along with the potential 
complete realization of the regime’s ‘Useful Syria’ policy if its current Aleppo campaign proves 
successful, could relegate the status of the rebellion to a rural insurgency which would basically 
eliminate its increasingly slim chances to overthrow the Assad regime.      

Hokayem mentioned how the heterogeneous territory which makes up the northern front 
has been dominated by Islamists groups, such as ISIS and Al-Nusra, and the major Kurdish 
group, the YPG. He noted how the recent Turkish intervention has limited the YPG’s potential. 
He continued by framing the Syrian conflict as the third era of Jihadism and revealed the 
problem this poses for the various home countries of these new mujahedeen. While noting how 
the campaign against ISIS has resulted in its substantial loss of territory, he stated how it has also 
re-exposed ethno-religious fault lines. However, he claimed that the shifting loyalties of the 
Syrian people are less influenced by sectarianism than by their perception of which side is 
prevailing in the conflict. 

The second part of Hokayem’s talk centered on his belief that Great Power Diplomacy 
has failed to avert escalation, in part due to flawed conflict management by both extra-regional 
powers whose mismanagement has been carried out without a plan regarding how to actually 
resolve the conflict. For example, he mentioned the perverse affects negotiated local ceasefires 
have had on local populations including lack of access to food and water.  

He began his evaluation of the United States’ and the Russian Federation’s policy by 
noting the relatively low level of influence wielded by both powers in the conflict, especially the 
United States. He continued by stating his opinion that, contrary to other analysts, the 
assumption that both powers exercised significant influence over their respective side in this 



proxy war has been exaggerated. Of course, the Russian Federation wields relatively more 
influence than the United States in this respect, yet he went on to claim that Russian influence 
had actually decreased since their intervention due to the skillful way in which the Assad regime 
has used the potential collapse of his regime as leverage against the Russians knowing that, in 
case of a loss of Russian support, he could rely on the Republic of Iran. At the same time, despite 
warnings regarding a potential quagmire, the Russian intervention has been quite cheap in terms 
of Russian blood and treasure and seems to have succeeded in fulfilling the Russians’ primary 
goal: preserving the Assad regime. However, it has failed to achieve some of its secondary goals 
such as reorganizing and modernizing the Syrian military and its militias. 

In closing, Hokayem analyzed the Obama Administration’s Syria policy which he 
summarized as “calculated dithering and post-facto rationalization.” He characterized the United 
States’ military intervention as having been initiated without the aim to fundamentally change 
the strategic situation on the ground. In his view, another significant mistake occurred when 
President Obama inexplicably revealed the United States’ position on the Russian intervention 
when he said he “wasn’t interested in a proxy war” which reassured the Russians that their 
intervention wouldn’t face an escalatory response from the United States. Finally, he closed by 
pointing out how much the United States discourse and rhetoric has changed regarding Assad 
which only further demonstrates the fecklessness of its policy.       

 


